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Stand alone Cooling Solution

A series of stand-alone cooling containers for 
regions with inadequate energy supply were de-
veloped. All applications are exclusively supplied 
by photovoltaic generators. Special cold storages 
for energy accumulation are integrated which 
preserve cooling without sunshine.

The Solar Cooling Containers are designed as a 
shelter with steel-made outer walls, and an inner 
double skin thermal insulation system with a low 
over-all heat transfer coefficient. They are easily 
to move e. g. by lorry, ship or helicopter, and can 
be adapted for use as solar power supply and 
cooling of supplied devices as well.

Commissioning and operating them is uncompli-
cated and needs only low level of maintenance. 
As they really are around-the-clock automatically 
operating systems which are designed for use 
under high ambient temperatures up to 52 ° C 
(+126 °F) and for rough operation conditions in 
full-year operation, they are very well suited for 
instance as absolutely self-sufficient GSM-station 
supplies or for cold-storage of different goods on 
places with lacks in electricity supply, or for use 
in remote area hospitals.

The solar energy supply could be combined with 
other energy sources on request. The optimized 
system design allows building economic solu-
tions for stand-alone cooling demands.

Container Solutions

Medicine Storage

Cooling system for medicines, vaccines and 
blood conserves with special temperature 
demands,

basic unit: 10 ft container
PV generator: 1.7 kWp
cooling power: 2.5 kW (-5°C/45°C)
cold storage room temperature: 5°C, 15°C 
and 25°C (fan controlled) 
cold storage room capacity: 200 l, 200 l, 
1000 l 
special features: cold storage, automa-
tic cleaning unit for the PV generator 
(option)

Ice Maker

Appliance for the production of crushed ice

basic unit: 20 ft container
PV generator: 5.1 kWp
cooling power: 5.9 kW (-10°C / 45°C)
daily output: 250 kg crushed ice
special features: high efficiency ice machine, 
ice storage for two daily outputs, water stock 
tank, UV water disinfection

Milk Cooling Center

System for cooling and cold storage
of milkcooling power:

basic unit: 20 ft container
PV generator: 3.4 kWp
cooling power: 11.3 kW (15°C / 50°C)
milk storage capacity: 1000 l 
refrigeration capacity: 500 l/d
special features: ice storage with a capacity 
of 30 kWh, two-stage milk cooling, back-up 
generator (option)

Telecom Shelter

Energy supply and cooling of telecommunica-
tion devices

basic unit: 10 ft container
PV generator: 1.7 kWp
cooling power: 1.7 kW (-5°C / 50°C)
continuous electrical load: 100 W
cold room temperature: 25°C 
electrical energy storage: 9.6 kWh 
special features: cold storage, active batte-
ry compartment cooling, adaptive energy 
management, GSM alarm system, electric 
support for PV generator

Cooling Container

Cooling system for cold storage of perishable 
goods and food stuffs

basic unit: 20 ft container
PV generator: 3.4 kWp
cooling power: 5.1 kW (-5°C/45°C)
cold storage room temperature: 0°C to 10°C 
(fan controlled)
cold storage room capacity: 18 m³
special features: cold storage for
3 days, redundant design of cooling
system and energy supply
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